Message Format Working Group

1. Blog post
   http://blog.unicode.org/2020/01/new-unicode-working-group-message.html

   Two meetings so far. Dozen+ email signups.

CLDR 36.1

1. Focus is Unicode 13 updates that affect ICU 66 (e.g. not emoji names)
2. Schedule:
   a. Dec 4, preview release
   b. Mar 11, 2020, final release (needs to incorporate a few more updates such as kMandarin changes from this UTC meeting)

CLDR 37

1. Limited SurveyTool submission for major locales plus a few new locales
2. New locales for data collection including: Nigerian Pidgin, Caddo, Sindhi in Devanagari script, Maithili; also some new seed locales without data collection including Santali (Ol Chiki), Manipuri (Meetei Mayek), Hindi (Latin)
3. Support for EcmaScript requirements
4. Structure to support gender and grammatical inflections for things like measurement units
5. Schedule
   a. Dec 12, began data submission
   b. Jan 15, switch to vetting mode
   c. Jan 29, end vetting, work on error resolution
   d. Mar 18, beta
   e. Apr 15, final release with ICU 67
CLDR Face to Face meeting

CLDR Face-to-Face April 27, 2020 during UTC week